leave processing using SmoothPay
This document is a
guide for employers
using SmoothPay
payroll in compliance
with the Holidays Act
1. Annual leave accrues in weeks
The Act provides 2 dimensions for
annual leave - time and money. The
time dimension, 4 weeks, accrues at the
end of each year of service. The value
dimension accrues each pay at a rate
of 8% on liable earnings until the
employee’s anniversary, at which time
the 4 weeks accrues and takes on
“weekly” value plus 8% (as it is now an
entitlement).
2. Sick leave accrues in days
Sick leave accruals begin with 5 days
after six months of service and then a
further 5 days after each year of
service from that date. Accrual may be
limited to 20 days.

Company Setup allows you to control Holidays Act interpretations - however using these
options is likely to mean you are not compliant with the Act

3. Work on a Public Holiday
Must be paid at penal (time+half) rates
for the time worked. If the employee
normally works that day then they are
entitled to accrue a whole day of
alternative leave.
4. Payment for leave taken
Annual leave must be paid out at best
weekly value. Sick, Public, Alternative
etc. are all subject to Relevant Daily
Pay (RDP) rules, meaning that each
day must be paid at best daily value.

For more information
SmoothPay Limited
P O Box 20019
Palmerston North 4448
New Zealand
Phone: +64 6 3536462
email: helpdesk@smoothpay.co.nz
web: www.smoothpay.co.nz
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Represents the value of annual leave
if the employee left right now

Unused leave remaining
from employee’s last
anniversary

Permanent employees are entitled to 4 weeks annual leave - this is the only compliant
method of annual leave accrual.
SmoothPay provides non-compliant accrual methods, as sites moving from an old payroll are
probably non-compliant and it makes balancing easier - and some sites insist on doing things
the old way because it’s familiar.
www.smoothpay.co.nz
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Sick Leave setup

Unused leave remaining
from employee’s last sick
leave anniversary

Sick leave accruals begin with 5 days after six months of service and then a further 5 days
after each year of service from that date. Accrual may be limited to 20 days.

Working on a Public
Holiday

Work on a public holiday must be paid as Overtime/Penal at time+half rates
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If the employee normally
works on that day, then a
whole alternative day must
be accrued - it is not sufficient
to accrue just the hours
worked as time in lieu
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Public Holiday leave
(time off work)

Use the Assistant to display
a selection of appropriate
daily values - it is normally
displayed automatically
when paying leave

If the employee normally works the day of a Public Holiday but takes the day off, then
payment must be recorded as Public Holiday and payment made at the best daily value,
comparing:
1) what they would have earned had they been at work - must include any potential overtime,
productivity allowances etc.
2) Their average for that day over the last 52 weeks - which means to comply with the Act
all pay input entries need to be dated and number of days paid recorded.
3) An agreed daily value - rare, but available
4) or failing any of the above then the employee’s average daily earnings

Unlocking the entries so
you can change them is likely
to lead to under/over
payments

Relevant Daily Pay
assistant - applies to
Public, Sick leave etc
Note the contracted
days per week - this can be
set in the employee’s contract
settings, and affects average
values 1 and 2

If you’re capturing
timesheet entries per day,
then daily average values
and the number of times each
day was worked in the last 4
weeks will be displayed for
reference

SmoothPay defaults to the highest daily value from items 1-4
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In all cases you are the sole
arbiter of the employee’s best
daily value
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Annual Leave
(Holiday)

Use the Assistant to display
a selection of appropriate
weekly values - it is normally
displayed automatically
when paying leave

Annual leave must be paid at the best weekly value, comparing:
1) Current contract value per week
2) Average weekly value over the last 52 weeks
3) An agreed weekly value - rare, but available
4) or failing any of the above then the employee’s average weekly earnings over the last 4
weeks

Unlocking the entries so you
can change them is likely to
lead to under/over payments

Note the contracted
days per week - this can be
set in the employee’s contract
settings, and affects
proportional calculations

Annual Leave
Assistant

Use the Pay $value button to
pay out the estimated value
of annual leave remaining handy for annual closedown,
and avoids over-exposure to
advance leave payments that
may not be recoverable
should the employee not
return

Days or hours can be entered here, and will be transformed into an appropriate proportion
of a week, and thus the correct proportional value as part of a week.
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A list of other things to be aware of:
Accruing annual leave in days/hours seems
much simpler - can I do it that way?

Yes, in fact the Act permits this as long as it is agreed between the parties that the result is
equivalent to 4 weeks annual leave. However, you’ll need to make an adjustment every
anniversary and whenever the employee’s contract changes to compensate for fluctuations in
hours or days as a proportion of the employees current weekly contract value or best weekly
value - which makes these methods difficult to administer. You will also need to ensure the
value paid out is at least equivalent to the amount that would have been produced using
compliant methods.

My employee wants to have their annual
leave paid out, but will continue working

An employee may request up to one week of annual leave to be cashed-up per 12-month
period. We have a factsheet on our website (and in Pay Input..Holiday Assistant..Cash Up).

How should I set up casual employees?

Casual employees receive their termination pay every pay day (8% of liable earnings).
When you add the employee, set them as casual and their annual leave will automatically be
set to 8% per pay, and their sick leave will be set to zero.

I want to pay my casual staff a pay rate
that includes their annual leave entitlement

Company Setup..Holidays Act provides an option to pay inclusive rates to casual staff (this is
an exception to the non-compliance advisory, and is quite common). Once that is set you can
change the employee’s Annual Leave percentage rate to zero. The calculated annual leave
content will be printed on their payslip. You must ensure that the rate used is at least
equivalent to the minimum hourly rate for the employee plus 8%

Can my casual staff accrue sick leave?

Yes they can - though it’s unusual to do so and it might be worth considering their status perhaps they should be transferred to a permanent position, even if it’s only part-time.
Simply set their accrual and maximum in their Sick Leave setup.

Should we insist on leave application
forms?

Yes you should. It’s much easier to establish that leave was actually applied for and
approved (or not) if you have a written or electronic request - avoid the arguments that
inevitably arise in the future. A suitable leave application form (template or copy it) is
available on our website.

We have a company anniversary date - do
we need to do anything special?

We recommend that you always use the employee’s natural anniversary date instead of an
artificial company anniversary date. It’s easier to remember for the employee, you know
when they reach certain long service leave entitlement (if you have any at all), and it really
doesn’t matter - when your company closes down, simply Pay $value (or any number of
weeks leave the employee has applied for and you have approved). It all comes out in the
wash.

How do I pay an employee for working on
a Public Holiday?

The employee must be paid at penal rates (time + half) for the time worked - even if they’re
on salary (and may end up earning less than if they’d stayed home). If the employee
normally works that day, then they’re also entitled to a whole alternative day of leave, to be
taken at their discretion, or paid out after 12 months by agreement.
Do NOT use Public Holiday as the time category for working on a Public Holiday - it’s for
time off only.

I have more questions...

Please, call the help desk - we’re only too happy to help.
Note that we can assist you to with how to use SmoothPay to the best advantage and
efficiency. As to whether an employee should be paid for a day, or how much, you really
have to use your judgement or clarify the situation with the Labour Department - they oversee
interpretation of the Holidays Act.
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